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This letter is in response to your letter dated August 6, 1980, and 
fulfills our coacitment made to you via our letter TLL 416, d01ted August 
22, 1980, supplemented by our letter TLL 550, d01ted October 17, 1980, to 
provide a contingency plan for transfer of the contaminated vater presently 
in the reactor building containment sump. This plan has b een developed 
to identify existing locations that are 01cceptable under emergency condi
tf.ona for stouge of that water should 01n c�tergency require removal of the 
water from the reactor cont3inoent building suop. This plan considers the 
use of presently installed equipQent for storage and transfer. 

Our conclusions are as follows: 

1. Storage locations exist within the plant to accoacodate the entire 
quant�ty of sucp water in the event of �ergency conditions. 

2. Transfer paths can be made ilVilllable to transfer tho! water from the 
sump to il chosen storage loc01tion. 

). Transfer of the vater �Y adversely Uopact the over01ll safety 
of plant operations. 

4. Should it be necess01ry to use �1-1 tankage as sucp water storage 
overall radiological safety of Unit 1 operations wuld be adversely 
impacted. 
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5. The most prudent course of action to follow is to continue 
efforts to ready the Submerged Demineralizer System for operation 
to enable processing of the contaminated water 1n the reactor 
building sump at the earliest possible date• 

This plan has been developed to ensure that acceptable action can be 
carried out in the event that leakage paths from the containment sump 
devel op. Shoul d a leakage path occur that jeopardizes the health and 
safety of either the public or our plant vorkPrs, this plan would be 
!JIIpl.emented. 

ln the event of an emergency requiring the transfer of water from the 
r<!actor buil ding sump prior to processing, the following potential storage 
"sites" list ed in order of suitability, have been identified: 

Capacitv 

1. Reactor Coolant Bleed Hold Up Tanks, (RCBT) Unit 2 231,750 gallons 

2. Tank Farm in Unit 2 "A" Spent Fuel Pool 110,000 gallons 

J. Reactor Cool.ant Bleed Hold Up Tanks, Unit 247,000 gallons 

:. . Spent Fuel Pool "A", Unit 2 320.000 gallons 

TOTAL 908,750 gallons 

The total volume of radioactive water 1n the reactor building sump is 
approximately 600,000 gallons. This water inventory is increasing at the 
rate of approximately 4500 gallons per month. 

The total volume as indicated above for each "site" may not necessarily 
be immediately available. However, should the requir�ent to utilize 
the "sites" listed above becOCie mandatory, the available volume could be 
increased by processing the water via EPICOR-1 or EPICOR-2 that may 
currently exist in any specified storage location. 

The above listing of "sites" has been determined based on the considerations 
identified below: 

1. Available volume for storage is adequate to ilc:cocmodate ::he total 
volume of sump water. 

2. Increased rad13tion level in the vicin1ty of the projected storage 
locations can be ilcc:oooodated, although th1s effect is highly 
undesirable. In particular, capabill.ty to perform ::�aintenance of 
equipment and instrumentation in the cubicles containing the Bleed 
llo ld Up Tanks will be severely impacted. 
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). The chosen transfer path ma��- use of existing co=ponents 
and piping. 
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4. The transfer paths traverse plant areas that are 3Ccnable to the control 
of personnal radiation exposure during the transfer. 

The tank fnnn located in the Unit It Fuel Pool and the RCBt's in Cnit It 
provide a total potential storage capacity of 341,750 gallons. The use of 
these two "sites" would require additional radiological precautions for storage 
and transfer of the sump water. Use of these storage locations appears to be 
acceptable from a shielding, and hence radiological exposure to workers, view
?Oint, with the �ception of inhibited capability to perform maL�tenance acti
vities in the Sleed Hold up Tank cubicles oentioned previously. !r3nsfer paths 
from the sump to these storage locations traverse areas of the plant that may be 
occupied by personnel on an as-needed basis. During transfer evolutions, access 
to these locations would have to be strictly controlled and would result in 
inaccessible plant areas until the transfer piping w a s  flushed. 

The �t-1 RCBT's provide a potential storage capacity of 247,000 gallons 
and are an additional storage location that could be made available should 
lt be necessary to transfer additional sump water. Use of these tanks suffer 
froo the saoe disadvantages as use of �I-2 RCBT'a. Although the use of these 
tanks for the �torage of the sump water is undesirable because of unit separation 
and our desire and intent to contain the �I-2 accident water within the confines 
of �1-2, the tanks can be used for this purpose because they are shielded and 
because th eir volume is sufficient for storage of oost of the remainder of the 
water. 

Because power operation of Unit 1 requires that at least two RCBTs be available 
to provide a source of makeup to the reactor coolant system, and because 
we consider it highly undesirable to introduce �t-2 accident generated water 
into �I-1 systems, we will be examining actions which will oitigate the adverse 
lopact of utlllzation of the Unit 2 spent Fuel Pool "A" as a storage site. This 
is especially important since that pool 1s likely to be needed to store sooe 
aoount of water even if the Unit 1 R CBT's are used. The adverse i�pact of 
utilization of Unit 2 Spent Fuel Pool "A" include: 

1. �ersonnel radiation exposure in the Fuel Handling Buil ding would �e 
increased. Our analysis provides results that indicate that the radiation 
level in the center of the shielding atop the "A" Spent fuel Pool would be 
approxi=ately 10 orem/hr with 3!0,000 g�llons of sump water in the pool. 

2 .  Th e  potential for airborne contamination, a s  a result o f  storage of 
sucp water tn the Spent Fuel Pool, and subsequent increase in plant 
effluents of gaseous and airborne particulates Clay exist. To minimize the 
possibility of this occurrence, the Spent Fuel Pool area cover can be 
sealed to minU:Uze co=CIUllication with the Fuel Handling Building atmosphere. 
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As a result of our develope�ent of this contingency plan, ve conclude that: 

1. Potentially available volume exists that can be used for the storage of 
reactor containment building sump vater in the unlikely event that ecergency 
conditions dictate itll removal fr0t:11 the sump. Rovever, it Clust be recogni.zed 
that each storage location has unique and significant disadvantages asso
ciated vi th it. 

z. Transfer paths are available to transfer the water froa the sump to the 
selected storage location. 

�e vish to reiterate our belief that the best approach to this problem is 
processing of the reactor building sump water. To this end, ve are proceeding 
vith construction and start-up testing of the Sube�erged Demineralizer System. 
This system 1s currently scheduled to be available for operation in late !iarch, 
1981. We urge that the ��C proceed exp editiously in providing the necessary 
regulatory approvals to permit operation of this s ysteCI• 

RCA:be 

cc: J. T. Collins 
s. J. Snyder 

~ 
Chief Op erating Executive 
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